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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 WHAT IS CHRONOLATOR AND WHAT DOES IT DO? 

Chronolator makes it easy to produce the chronologies that are needed to review interactions 
between different agencies and organisations. Since it is based on Microsoft Word, little specialist 
knowledge is required to use it. There are no new programs to learn or install, and only a basic 
knowledge of working with Word tables is required.  

Chronolator has something to help everyone involved in using a chronology to investigate a case: 

 those who supervise and administer it; 
 the front-line staff who input the data; 
 those who review it. 

1.1.1 ADMINISTRATORS 

Gathering and collating chronologies from multiple agencies is a time consuming task, particularly 
if they each have different ideas about what they need to provide. Chronolator enforces the 
standards set by the administrator (for example, what column headings the chronology table 
should have) and automates the merging of individual chronologies. 

1.1.2 FRONT-LINE STAFF 

Transcribing written records from various sources into a consistent format is a tedious and 
error-prone task. Chronolator simplifies the process with a number of tools. There are tools to sort 
records into order, to put dates into consistent formats, and to check for a variety of problems. 

1.1.3 REVIEWERS 

The final objective of a chronology is that someone can make sense of the events it contains. 
Chronologies are often anonymised, which can make it difficult to build a mental picture of the 
people involved. The Chronolator anonymisation tool lets you switch back and forth between 
anonymised and personalised views of a document.  

Other tools for reviewers include: 

 reports about individuals identified in the Abbreviations Glossary; 
 colour-coding events according to the agency reporting them; 
 a calculator to work out the interval between two dates; 
 formatting a tabular chronology into a narrative layout. 
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1.1.4 THE CHRONOLATOR PROCESS 

The Chronolator process begins when the Case Review Administrator sets up an Internal 
Chronology1, which is a Word document containing a table whose headings and other 
characteristics are specified by the Administrator.  

The Case Review Administrator distributes the Internal Chronology to the various organisations 
whose data is required. 

If an organisation needs to collect data from several departments, the recipient can forward the 
Internal Chronology to them and ask them to complete it rather than calling for their original 
records.  Anyone forwarding a document in this way is called a Local Administrator. 

When the holders of the original records have completed their documents, they return them to 
the Administrator who wanted the information (either the Case Review Administrator or a Local 
Administrator). That Administrator uses Chronolator to merge them into a Composite 
Chronology2.  

There is no limit to the number of levels of Local Administration. 

The diagrams below (Figure 1 on page 8 and in Figure 2 on page 9) illustrate the flow of 
documents between administrators and data collectors. 

                                                      

1 An Internal Chronology contains events from a single organisation or department 

2 A Composite Chronology contains events from more than one organisation or department 
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Figure 1 - multiple levels of administration - schematic document flow 
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Figure 2 - multiple levels of administration - a possible scenario 
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1.2 ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This document is a guide and reference for Case Review Administrators who are going to use the 
Chronolator Online Workbench to create a new Internal Chronology.  

1.3 CHRONOLATOR DOCUMENTATION 

Setting Up Chronolator Documents (this document) describes how to create Chronolator 
Documents using the Chronolator Online Workbench, and how to distribute them. 

Using Chronolator Documents describes how Chronolator facilitates the production of 
accurate chronologies, how to combine Chronolator Documents into Composite Chronologies, and 
the other tools and features Chronolator provides. 

Using Chronolator Samples contains some exercises you can undertake with the sample 
documents to acquaint yourself with the main features  of Chronolator.  

 For information about the terminology used in this document (e.g. ‘Internal Chronology’, ‘Local 
Administrator’), see Appendix E - Chronolator Terminology in the Using Chronolator 

Documents manual. 

These documents can be downloaded from www.chronolator.co.uk/documentation.  

1.4 A NOTE ABOUT WORD VERSIONS AND OPTIONS 

The illustrations in this document were mostly taken using Word 2013 with a typical set of user 
options; your own experience might be slightly different. Separate instructions are provided for 
each Word version if there are marked differences. 

Chronolator documents are supplied in the docm format introduced with Word 2007. They can be 
opened in Word XP and 2003 if the Microsoft Office Compatibility Pack is installed. They can be 
saved in the old doc format if need be.  

1.4.1 LIMITED SUPPORT FOR WORD 2000 

Word 2000 is no longer supported by Microsoft. Macros in docm files are not supported in Word 
2000 even if the Compatibility Pack is installed. Word 2000 is therefore not suitable if you want to 
use the Chronolator Online Workbench. 

If you are using Word 2000 and your administrator has sent you an Internal Chronology as a docm 
file, ask them to save and send you a doc version. 

1.4.2 WORD FOR APPLE MAC 

Chronolator is designed for and tested on Windows versions of Word. It will certainly not work 
with Word 2008 for Mac, as it does not include the Visual Basic for Applications programming 
environment used to run macros. It might run OK on other versions of Word for Mac, but it is not 
tested on them and support is not guaranteed.  

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorSamples.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#ap_e
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
http://www.chronolator.co.uk/documentation
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1.4.3 HOW CAN I TELL WHICH VERSION OF WORD I AM USING? 

The simplest way is to look at the 'splash screen'  Word displays while it starts. 

Word XP Word 2003 Word 2007 Word 2010 Word 2013 

     

 

Alternatively, type 'how can I tell which version of Word I am using' into a search engine. At the 
time of writing, the most useful link this revealed was on Microsoft's web site: 

http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/word-help/what-version-of-office-am-i-using-
HA101873769.aspx.  

  

http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/word-help/what-version-of-office-am-i-using-HA101873769.aspx
http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/word-help/what-version-of-office-am-i-using-HA101873769.aspx
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1.5 VIEWING AND PRINTING THIS DOCUMENT 

1.5.1 CONVENTIONS AND SYMBOLS 

Text like this  generally denotes something on the screen that you can press. 

Text like this denotes a reference to a tool or function, or is used for general emphasis. 

Text like this refers to a document. 

Hyperlinks to other places in the document, or to other documents, are displayed like this. 

This symbol marks a hint or tip. 

  This one marks a Warning. 

1.5.2 ONLINE VIEWING 

This document is available in Word and PDF versions. 

We recommend the Word version for online reading. Use the Web Layout and Navigation Pane 

options on the View tab to avoid unnecessary page and table breaks and give you an overview of 
the document headings. Clicking on one of the headings in the Navigation Pane takes you to the 
relevant part of the document.  
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1.5.2.1 Hyperlinks 

The document also contains hyperlinks, which are displayed like this. Click on one to go to the 
relevant part of the document.  

We recommend that you add the Back button to the Quick Access Toolbar (QAT) on the ribbon so 
that you can go back to where you came from. Follow the instructions below to see how to do 
this. 

Press the small arrow to the right of 
the QAT, and click on More 

Commands . . .  

 

Under Choose Commands From , 
select Commands Not in the 
Ribbon. 

Scroll down to Back. 

Press Add >>. 

Press OK. 

 

The Back button is added to the 
QAT: 

 

 

Now, after you have followed a hyperlink, you can use the button to go back to where it occurred. 
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1.5.3 PRINTING  

For printing we recommend the PDF version of this document as it avoids any issues with page 
numbering.  

If you nevertheless want to print the Word version, note that Word resolves page references ‘on 
the fly’. To make sure they are correct when you print it, ensure that the relevant Word option is 
turned on as described below. 

1.5.3.1 Word 2003 and earlier 

Press Tools > Options > Print and tick the Update Fields box.  

 

1.5.3.2 Word 2007  

Press   >     > Word Options > Display and tick the Update fields before printing box. 

 

1.5.3.3 Word 2010 and Word 2013 

Press File > Options > Display and tick the Update fields before printing box. 

 

1.5.3.4 All versions 

If you get a message like this, select Update 
Entire table and press OK. 
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2 INSTALLING CHRONOLATOR 

Chronolator is written in Microsoft Office Visual Basic for Applications, which is a standard feature 
of Microsoft Office. All Chronolator Documents contain the Chronolator software internally, so no 
special installation or setup procedure is required. 

Such as it is, 'installing' Chronolator is simply a matter of saving some Word documents on your 
system, and then (if you wish) installing a licence.  

2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

2.1.1 MICROSOFT WORD 

Chronolator works with the following versions: 

 XP  
 2003  
 2007  
 2010 (32-bit and 64-bit) 
 2013 (32-bit and 64-bit) 

See Limited support for Word 2000 on page 10 for information about Word 2000. 
 
A display resolution of at least 1024 x 768 is required to view the video tutorials. 

2.2 DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING THE ONLINE WORKBENCH 

The Chronolator Online Workbench  (ChronolatorOnlineWorkbench.docm) is used to create 
the Chronolator Documents you send to agencies for completion. 

Instructions about how to download and install it and its related documents are at 
www.chronolator.co.uk/download.htm.  

2.3 DISTRIBUTED CHRONOLATOR DOCUMENTS 

People who receive the Chronolator Documents you create do not need to install any software 
programs. They merely need to have one of the above versions of Microsoft Word. 

  

http://www.chronolator.co.uk/download.htm
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2.4 LICENSING 

Chronolator is licensed software. You can evaluate its features without having a licence, but the 
Chronologies it creates include a watermark on every page. If you do not want these watermarks 
to appear, your Chronolator Document must be licensed.  

When you buy a licence to use the Chronolator Online Workbench, you are given a small file 
whose name begins Chronolator3Licence. To install it, simply copy it into the same folder as the 
Online Workbench. The Online Workbench propagates the licence information into the 
Chronolator Documents it creates.  

Details about how to get a licence for the Online Workbench can be found on the Chronolator 
Web site at www.chronolator.co.uk/licence.htm. 

 

http://www.chronolator.co.uk/licence.htm
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3 THE CHRONOLATOR PROCESS – AN OVERVIEW 

This section provides an overview of the main tasks involved in producing a chronology with 
Chronolator. Later sections provide more detail about each task. 

Chronolator adds data checking and manipulation capabilities to a document containing Word 
tables.  

The main steps in using it are as follows: 

1. Create a blank Internal Chronology document (see Creating a new Internal Chronology 
Document on page 19); 

2. Distribute the Internal Chronology document to the participating agencies so they can input 
their own data (see Distributing the Internal Chronology Document on page 31); 

3. Collate the completed Chronology Documents and produce the final Composite Chronology 
document (see Creating a Composite Chronology Document in the Using Chronolator 

Documents manual). 

If Chronolator encounters a problem, it issues a message. Details of these messages can be found 
in Appendix B - Chronolator Messages in the Using Chronolator Documents manual). 

For information about the terminology used in this document (e.g. ‘Internal Chronology’, ‘Local 
Administrator’), see Appendix E - Chronolator Terminology in the Using Chronolator 

Documents manual. 

3.1 CREATE A BLANK INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

When a major investigation is about to begin, you must decide what information needs to be 
collected and under what table headings. Often this decision will be made for you by a Review 
Panel or similar body. 

You create a new Internal Chronology document by using the Chronolator Online Workbench. The 
principal component of the Internal Chronology is a table with all the required headings, but it can 
also contain a preamble - for example, an explanation of what the case is about and what sort of 
information is required. 

3.2 DISTRIBUTE THE INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

When you have created the Internal Chronology document, you circulate copies of it to the 
agencies who need to contribute information to the investigation. Any convenient medium can be 
used for distribution: email or CD for example. 

If the document is confidential, you can protect it in several ways: 

 If sending it by physical means, use Royal Mail Signed For or another secure service; 
 If sending electronically, consider using Word’s standard password protection features  (see 

Protecting a document with a password on page 31) and sending the password separately. 

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#composite_Create
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#ap_b
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#ap_e
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
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3.3 COLLATE THE COMPLETED CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENTS INTO 
THE COMPOSITE CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

As people complete the Internal Chronology, Chronolator ensures that information which you 
have deemed mandatory is indeed entered. Documents are automatically checked for correct 
sequence of dates and times. Incomplete or invalid information is highlighted and the user is 
prompted to make any necessary corrections.  

You can begin compiling the Composite Chronology document as soon as completed chronologies 
start to come back. There is no need to wait until they have all been returned.  

Chronolator helps you maintain an audit trail of which Internal Chronologies provided the 
information in a Composite Chronology. You say how you want to identify the Internal Chronology 
you are importing (for example, Berrickshire Police), and Chronolator adds that identification to 
the Source of Information column in the Composite Chronology. 

As the agencies’ chronologies are imported and merged, you use Chronolator to sort the 
composite table by date and time and to translate the dates and times from the various agencies 
into a consistent format. 

Finally, you can use standard Word features to add any additional formatting desired. 

Creating Composite Chronologies is described in Creating a Composite Chronology Document in 
the Using Chronolator Documents manual. 

3.4 PRACTISE USING CHRONOLATOR 

If you want to practise using Chronolator you can use the sample files supplied with it alongside 
the Using Chronolator Samples document. If you do not have these you can download them 
from www.chronolator.co.uk/download.htm. 

3.5 GETTING HELP 

Chronolator provides a number of video tutorials which illustrate how to accomplish many of the 
tasks you need to undertake. Press Help > Tutorials on the Chronolator toolbar to see them. If 
they are not installed on your computer, you will be asked if you want to view them on the Web.  

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#composite_Create
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorSamples.docx
http://www.chronolator.co.uk/download.htm
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4 CREATING A NEW INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

Creating a new Internal Chronology document involves the following steps: 

1. Decide what column headings you want to appear in the table; 

2. Decide which columns must always be completed, and which can be left blank; 

3. Decide how much information you want to use to identify each event in the chronology. Do 
you just want the date on which it happened, or also the time, and possibly the date and time 
it finished? 

4. Open the Chronolator Online Workbench and follow the steps shown in the Step by Step guide 
on page 21. 

4.2 SPECIAL COLUMNS 

Chronolator treats most of the columns in a chronology table as free-form text, only checking 
them if you deem them mandatory. However, some columns play a major role in the way a 
Chronolator Document is processed.  

These special columns are briefly described below. You define which ones you want in a 
document.  

Chronolator's names for them are in bold type, but you can give them different headings in the 
chronology table. 

4.2.1 EVENT ORDER: DATE,  TIME AND SEQUENCE COLUMNS 

Up to five special columns can be used to specify when an event happened:  

 Sequence (optional) 

 Start Date (mandatory for all Chronolator Documents) 

 Start Time (optional) 

 End Date (optional) 

 End Time (optional) 

Chronolator can automatically populate the Sequence column with event reference numbers. It 
can also be used to specify the order of events on a particular day when their times are unknown. 

When Chronolator checks a Chronology Document, it ensures that anything in a Date or Time 
column is a valid date or time, and that all the events are in order (either ascending or 
descending). 
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For ease of input, dates can be entered in a variety of formats. For example, all the following will 
be recognised: 

 22.05.04 

 22-may-04 

 22/05/04 

 22/05/2004 

Many mistyped dates can also be recognised, e.g. 22.05/04. 

Sometimes people might not know exactly when an event occurred. You should decide how you 
want them to deal with this, as Chronolator will expect a valid date or time to be provided (for 
example, ? 22 may 2004 or probably 22 may 2004 would not be allowed). One possibility is for 
them to enter their best estimate and to note that they have done so in another column. The 
same considerations might apply if they want to enter a range of dates but you have not provided 
an End Date column. 

4.2.2 SOURCE OF INFORMATION COLUMN 

It is vital that the source of information about an event is noted. The Source of Information 
column is therefore mandatory in all Chronolator Documents. It is the first one after the event 
ordering columns. 

To make it easier for people to complete their information, there is no need for them to say what 
organisation they work for in this column. 

For example, suppose someone who works for the Berrick New Town Clinic is entering data from a 
Health Visitor’s notes. They need only to record the source of information simply as, say, HV 
notes, not as Berrick New Town Clinic HV notes.  

When you merge their chronology into a Composite Chronology, Chronolator adds the fact that 
the information is from Berrick New Town Clinic to the Source of Information column.  

 

For example, if the 
clinic’s document 
contains this entry . . . 

 

 

. . . after you have 
imported it, the entry 
will look like this: 
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4.2.3 GLOSSARY COLUMN 

A Glossary column can be included which should contain only defined abbreviations - for example, 
somebody's initials. This can be useful when a chronology contains information pertaining to more 
than one person. Chronolator will check that anything in this column has been defined in the 
Abbreviations Glossary.  

4.2.4 ‘MUST FILL’ COLUMNS 

You might want to ensure that a particular column is always completed for every event. You can 
do this when setting up the new Internal Chronology document by ticking its Must Fill box in the 
Case Details Wizard. 

The Start Date and Source of Information columns are always ‘Must Fill’ columns. Whether the 
other special columns are is up to you. 

4.3 CHRONOLATOR DEFAULT COLUMNS AND HEADINGS 

By default, Chronolator creates a table with the following headings, which are based on those 
recommended by the London Safeguarding Children Board1: 

 

 

 

The only special columns in the default table are the Start Date, Start Time, and Source of 
Information columns. As you can see, you can choose whatever you like for their headings: the 
Start Date and Start Time columns in the default table are simply headed Date and Time. 

4.4 STEP BY STEP GUIDE 

4.4.1 OPEN THE WORKBENCH 

Open ChronolatorOnlineWorkbench.docm. 

4.4.1.1 Macros and the Online Workbench toolbar 

Chronolator works by using Word macros. Because they are computer programs, macros can be 
used to propagate and run computer viruses. Word therefore allows you to prevent them running, 
since for most documents they are unnecessary. However, for Chronolator they are essential.  

 

                                                      

1 London Child Protection Procedures, Edition 4, p510 (London Safeguarding Children Board, 2010 
(www.londonscb.gov.uk)) 
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If macros are allowed to 
run, Chronolator will ask 
you to confirm that you 
accept the terms of its 
Licence: 

 

 

If that does not happen, please refer to the information about macros in  Using Chronolator 

Documents. 

After you press OK  to accept the licence terms, the Online Workbench toolbar will be added to 
Word. 

In Word 2007 and 
later versions, it is 
added to any other 
custom toolbars on the 
Ribbon’s Add-Ins tab.   

In Word 2003 and 
earlier versions, it is 
added underneath 
your other toolbars.  

 

  

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#macros
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4.4.2 COMPLETE THE CASE DETAILS WIZARD  

Click the New 

Internal 

Chronology button 
on the Chronolator 
toolbar: 

 

 

The Case Details 
Wizard appears: 

 

 

4.4.2.1 About the Case Details Wizard 

There are four main things to know about the Case Details Wizard: 

 it has several tabs along the top, each of which enables you to set up a different aspect of the 
Internal Chronology; 

 you can move from one tab to another by using the buttons at the bottom of the Wizard, or by 
clicking on a tab; 

 every tab has a panel on the left describing its purpose; 

 the Finish button is only enabled when you are viewing the Summary tab. 

The panel on the left of each tab will usually give you enough information to proceed. If not, 
you can find more about the tab in the following parts of this document. 
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4.4.2.2 Model Tab 

Using a Model lets you 
set all of a chronology’s 
features in one go. The 
fastest way to set up a 
Chronolator Document 
is to choose a suitable 
model, click the 
Summary tab, and press 
Finish.  

You can use 
Chronolator’s default 
headings as a model, or 
those in an existing 
Chronolator document.  

  

When you have chosen a model, use the other tabs to change individual aspects of the document.  

If you make a lot of changes and then decide you do not want them, come back to the Model tab 
and press the Reset button to discard them and reload the model.  

If you choose the wrong model by mistake, use the Model tab to choose a different one. 

4.4.2.3 Case Reference Tab 

If you are running 
several reviews at the 
same time it can be 
difficult to keep track of 
all the individual 
chronologies you 
receive. Giving each case 
a unique Case Reference 
helps prevent you from 
accidentally merging 
chronologies from 
different cases. If you try 
to do so, Chronolator 
will warn you about it. 

The Case Reference is 
not displayed in any 
document. 
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4.4.2.4 Sequencing and Source Tab 

This is where you set the 
headings describing 
when an event occurred, 
and where the 
information about it 
came from. 

As a minimum, 
Chronolator requires 
that every event has a 
Start Date and Source of 
Information; the 
relevant boxes are 
ticked and cannot be un-
ticked.  

  

 

You can set the text displayed in the column headings. In the example above, the Start Date 
column will actually be headed Date. 

If you want to include any other event ordering columns, tick the appropriate box and enter some 
text for their headings.  

If you want a column always to be completed, tick its Must Fill box.  

Chronolator defaults to having an optional Start Time column (its Must Fill box is not ticked). 
Without a Start Time column, if people want to enter a time they generally try to put it  in the next 
most relevant column , which is the Date one - and Chronolator then flags the date as an error.  
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4.4.2.5 General Headings Tab 

You can specify up to 
eight general headings 
for each event, but you 
should remember that 
the more columns you 
have, the more cramped 
the table will be, even 
though it is presented in 
Landscape format.  

To add a new heading, 
type it in the box at the 
bottom and press Add. 

To change where a 
column appears, click on 
it and use the up or 
down arrow buttons. 

To delete a heading, 
click on it and press 
Delete. 

 

 

4.4.2.6 Must-Fill Columns Tab 

When you want a 
particular column always 
to be completed, tick 
the box against it on this 
tab. 

In this example, the 
Response or Outcome 
column has to be 
completed for every 
event. 
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4.4.2.7 Abbreviations Tab 

 

A Chronolator 
Document can contain 
an Abbreviations 
Glossary. Each 
abbreviation can be up 
to ten characters long, 
and its definition up to 
thirty.  

 

 

People can see the abbreviations you define, and add and delete their own by using the Admin > 

Abbreviations button on the Internal or Composite Chronology toolbar. They cannot delete 
abbreviations you have defined. 

How you use the glossary is up to you. It can just be an information repository for reference and 
recommendation, or it can be included in Chronolator error checking by including a Glossary 
column. It can also be used by the Anonymisation and Personalisation feature. 

4.4.2.7.1 Using a Glossary column 

If you want to make sure that any abbreviations an agency uses are defined in the glossary, you 
create a Glossary column by ticking the Check Glossary box and entering a column heading. As 
with any column, you can say whether or not it has to be filled by ticking the Must Fill  box. 

Abbreviations used in other columns are not checked by Chronolator, though they do 
participate in Anonymisation and Personalisation. 

As an example, consider a case involving several family members. You want every event in the 
chronology to include information about which members were involved. 

You would define their initials in the glossary and provide a Glossary column. In the screenshot of 
the Abbreviations Tab above, abbreviations have been defined for various relationships (Younger 
brother, Father), organisations (Department for Education, Clinical Commissioning Group), and an 
individual (Tony Sedgefield). Because Check Glossary is ticked and Column Heading is completed, 
Chronolator will create a column headed Inits. As Must Fill is ticked, it must always be filled. 
Chronolator will check that it only contains abbreviations defined in the glossary.  
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4.4.2.7.2 User-defined glossary entries 

Agencies might also want to identify their personnel in an anonymous way - HV1 for a Health 
Visitor called Marion West for example. They can add their own abbreviations to the glossary as 
they complete a Chronolator Document.  

When Chronolator merges chronologies, it keeps track of where each abbreviation was 
defined. 

4.4.2.7.3 Anonymisation and Personalisation 

The Abbreviations Glossary is also used to Anonymise and Personalise a document. See 
Anonymisation and Personalisation in the Using Chronolator Documents manual for details. 

 

4.4.2.8 Summary Tab 

 

 

 

When you have entered all the details you want, click on the Summary tab to see exactly what you 
have defined. If you need to make any changes, use the appropriate tab and then come back to 
the Summary tab for a final check.  

When everything is OK, press the Finish button. 

  

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#anonymisationFeature
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
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4.4.3 SAVE THE DOCUMENT 

When you press the 
Finish button in the Case 
Details Wizard, 
Chronolator creates an 
Internal Chronology to 
your specifications and 
asks you where to save 
it. 

Choose a suitable 
location and file name 
and press Save. 

 

 

After the new Internal Chronology is saved, Chronolator opens it so you can edit the preamble. 

4.4.3.1 Update the preamble 

A new Internal Chronology includes a preamble above the chronology table. The preamble 
describes the document, says who it should be returned to, and provides some information about 
Chronolator. 

Chronolator does not check or process the 
preamble in any way; you can put whatever you 
want in it, or even delete it. For example, if you 
intend to distribute the Internal Chronology to the 
various agencies by email, you could include the 
preamble in the email and attach an Internal 
Chronology containing only the table. It is up to you. 

 

It makes sense to tell people how you expect 
each column to be used. Chronolator generates a 
What to put in the table section in the preamble 
describing each column, including any information 
about what checks Chronolator will make. You can  
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4.4.3.2 Final checks 

Make sure the table column headings are exactly what you want and have no typos. If you 
need to change them, DO NOT DO SO IN THIS DOCUMENT, but go back to the Online 
Workbench and create another Internal Chronology using this document as a model.  

Before you send out the document, press the Check Tables button on its Chronolator toolbar. 
There should be no problems, but if there are it is better that you find and fix them now rather 
than have your recipients all complaining to you! 

4.4.3.3 Changing the preamble template 

You can make permanent changes to the preamble template if you want - for example, to put your 
own contact details in it. The preamble template is ChronolatorMasterChronology.docm, a 
Word document in the same folder as the Online Workbench. You can edit it and save your 
changes; but before you make any changes to it, it would be sensible to save a copy somewhere in 
case of mistakes! 
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5 DISTRIBUTING THE INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

An Internal Chronology document can be distributed just like any other Word document: for 
example via email or CD. It includes all the program code required to run the various tools and 
features of Chronolator. It also includes information about the Chronolator licence. You should 
NOT distribute your Online Workbench licence file to other agencies. 

If the document is confidential, you can protect it in several ways: 

 If sending it by physical means, use Royal Mail Signed For or another secure service; 
 If sending electronically, consider using Word’s standard password protection features - see 

Protecting a document with a password below.  

Along with the Internal Chronology you should also distribute some instructions about how to use 
it. At the very least, you should explain that the document contains macros and might produce a 
warning message about them when it is opened, or even prevent them from running. You might 
like to use the text in the Sample Covering Email / Letter on page 35. 

The Using Chronolator Documents manual explains about macros and provides some hints 
and tips about working with Word tables. It also explains how a Local Administrator can distribute 
the Internal Chronology to a number of people and merge their input into a Composite 
Chronology to be returned to you. You can distribute it as-is along with the Internal Chronology 
document, or you may include parts of it in your own documentation package so long as you 
include a suitable acknowledgement of its source. 

5.1 PROTECTING A DOCUMENT WITH A PASSWORD 

Word can protect your document with a password. Consult Word Help for full details, but here are 
the first steps for Word 2007, Word 2010 and Word 2013 respectively. 

5.1.1 PASSWORD PROTECTION IN WORD 2007 

Press              > Prepare > Encrypt Document 
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5.1.2 PASSWORD PROTECTION IN WORD 2010 

Press  File > Info > Protect Document > Encrypt with 

Password 

 

 

5.1.3 PASSWORD PROTECTION IN WORD 2013 

Press the FILE tab on the Ribbon. On the resulting Info  
display, press   

Protect Document > Encrypt with Password 

 

 

5.1.4 PASSWORD PROTECTION - AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR ALL WORD 
VERSIONS 

In all Word versions, you can also password-
protect a document using the Tools > General 
Options dropdown on the Save As dialog: 
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6 COMPLETING INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENTS 

As a Case Review Administrator, you might not be particularly involved in entering data in the 
Chronolator Documents you create. However, as you might be asked about them it will be useful 
for you to know how they work and what they do. Details can be found in the Using 

Chronolator Documents manual.  

One significant benefit of Chronolator which is described there is that a Local Administrator can 
distribute an Internal Chronology to a number of people and merge their input into a Local 
Composite Chronology to be returned to you. 

The flowcharts in Figure 1 on page 8 and in Figure 2 on page 9 illustrate the flow of documents 
between administrators and data collectors. 

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx
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7 CREATING A COMPOSITE CHRONOLOGY DOCUMENT 

Creating Composite Chronologies is described in Creating a Composite Chronology Document in 
the Using Chronolator Documents manual. 

UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#composite_Create
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx#composite_Create
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8 SAMPLE COVERING EMAIL / LETTER 

Please find attached the Serious Case Review document as discussed at the recent panel meeting. 

It is a special Word document which has been produced using Chronolator, the Chronology Tool.  
The first thing you should do is to SAVE IT IN A SUITABLE PLACE ON YOUR COMPUTER OR 
NETWORK.  

Chronolator works by running programs called macros. When you open the document, you might 
be asked about whether macros should run. You should allow them to do so. 

When your security settings allow macros to run, a Chronolator licence screen will appear on 
opening the document: click on OK  to enable the chronology tool to work. Chronolator will add a 
toolbar to the Add-Ins tab on the Word 2007 - 2013 Ribbon, or underneath your usual Word 
toolbars in Word versions 2000 - 2003.  

If you are not asked about whether macros should run, and the document opens without 
prompting you to accept a licence or adding a toolbar, your macro security settings are probably 
too restrictive. Appendix A in the attached document UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx 
explains how to change your security settings. Alternatively, see the online demonstrations about 
Running Macros at www.chronolator.co.uk/tutorials.  

The first pages of the Chronolator document give you background to the case and instructions of 
what and where to enter details into the table. 

The table itself is pre-set with the columns agreed by the Case Review panel.  Fill in the cells in the 
usual way using Word. 

The document is a Word document, so you can change the font, the column widths, the shading 
and other cosmetic formatting, but you must not add or remove columns or change the column 
headings as Chronolator will be unable to check and process the table. If you do so by accident, 
you can create a suitable blank table at the end of the document by pressing Admin > New Table 
on the Chronolator toolbar. 

Further information about Chronolator can be found in the attached document 
UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx, which also contains some useful tips about working with 
Word tables. There is also a set of video tutorials at www.chronolator.co.uk/tutorials. 

If you wish to devolve responsibility for collecting the requested data, you can forward the 
document to other people to complete, and then use Chronolator to merge their results into a 
single table to return to me.  The attached document UsingChronolatorDocuments.docx 
describes how to do this. 

If you have any problems please contact Marion West@berrick-LSCB.gov.uk who will be able to 
advise you.  

http://www.chronolator.co.uk/tutorials
http://www.chronolator.co.uk/tutorials
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